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TEASER

FADE IN:

INT. SMALL CRAFT IN AIR - DAY

Through the front window, a runway in the distance grows
larger. It's cloudy. The craft cuts through wisps of low
clouds. STACCATO BEEPING. FLASHING RED LIGHT illuminates the
window.

View shimmies from side to side, up and down at irregular
intervals. Imagine the worst landing you've ever experienced
but in an experimental craft that's flow once before.

From the right, JOHN BLAISÉ (late 20s), full head of dark
hair, leans in from his copilot seat looking back.

JOHN
We're gonna come in hot. Brace up
best you can when I give the word.

Through a narrow portal, six people are crammed into what
appears to be the small cargo bay. One lies prone amid the
others. Bandage on their head, covered in a blanket. Another
favors a injured arm slung against their chest. Some wear
polo shirt bearing the NASA logo. All bounce around.

John turns back. Looks over the control panels.

ELECTRONIC  ARTIFICIAL HORIZON GAGE. The simulated horizon
moves up/down. Tilts left/right.

JOHN (O.S.)
Damn computer isn't compensating
like it should.

MARTIN CARTER (early 30s) sits in the pilot seat. Both he
and John wear white pressure suits sans helmets in the
cramped cockpit. Both wear ear/mic combo headsets.

MARTIN
Didn't plan landing in the middle
of a thunderstorm.

JOHN
You think dead stick--

MARTIN
Yeah while we still got time.

John reaches for the computer control panel and flips a
toggle switch. BEEPING and RED FLASHING stop.
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Martin tightens his hold on the control stick. Strains to
hold the craft steady.

The vessel smooths out only a bit. Still much shimmy and
shaking.

Martin glances over his left shoulder. Back forward.

MARTIN (CONT'D)
Now the port stabilizer still isn't
responding like it should---

 BEEPING and RED FLASHING start again.

JOHN
And the alarm makes it official.

CONTROL CENTER (V.O.)
(through earphones)

Control to Phoenix.

JOHN
Go for Phoenix.

CONTROL CENTER (V.O.)
We got you 'bout five minutes out.

JOHN
Rogers that.

CONTROL CENTER (V.O.)
FYI. Some of the techs here don't
think the landing gear will hold up
with all the extra weight.

John and Martin give each other a "that's great" look.

JOHN
(mild sarcasm)

Roger that.

ELECTRONIC ALTITUDE GAUGE- ticks downward a few feet every
second.

JOHN (CONT'D)
Phoenix to Control. You got
emergency crews and ambulance ready
to roll soon as we touch down?

CONTROL CENTER (V.O.)
Roger that.

MARTIN
Nice of you to say touch.
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John looks back into the small cargo bay again.

JOHN
How we holding up commander?

The prone, injured person shimmies side to side under the
blanket.

The man leaning against the back wall tries putting on a
smile.

COMMANDER
You just get us on the ground and
you'll have our undying love.

John turns back around.

JOHN
(to himself)

That may be the hardest part.

He reaches up.

LANDING GEAR CONTROL- Two toggle switches and series of
colored bulbs.

JOHN (O.S.)
Here goes nothing.

He flips on of the toggle switches.

Dead silence.
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ACT 1

INT. UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY - DAY

A podium stands in the middle of the stage. The United
Nations emblem hangs thereon. Behind this a raised, marble
covered background. CONVERSATION from numerous persons and
languages fill the air. Like the beginning of Patton minus
the US flag.

John Blaisé walks to the podium. Dark colored folder tucked
under one arm. The conversations die down. APPLAUSE RISE. He
set the folder down.

He smiles without showing teeth. Nods to the left. Mouths
the words thank you. Does same to the right.

Brings fist to mouth and clears his throat. Opens the
folder. APPLAUSE DIMINISH.

JOHN
I wish to thank the assembled heads
of state, representatives,
scientist and learned professionals
for this opportunity...

As the view pans out, the image is actually on a large flat
screen TV. It hangs on the wall of a mid-size, nice, but
sparse lounge.

As John goes on naming and exalting each member of the
Constellation, KANDA (early 30s) sits on small couch against
the wall, looking at the TV.

A small sink, cabinet and counter embedded in the wall in
the back. A young man and woman sit at a small table
adjacent. Both stare at the TV as well.

JOHN
But the ultimate thanks goes to
those brave astronauts of the space
shuttle Constellation. Those who
dare venture into space. Knowing
the dangers. Accepting the risks.
And much thanks must go to the
employees of CosmosNow, who rose to
the challenge. And to those who
believe in what we do. The goals
they and our noble astronauts set
for humanity and those who stood by
us. Even after all the setbacks,
failures, trials and errors. All of
which helped create the Phoenix.
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LUKAS BULLOCK (late 50s) stands against another wall. Suit
and tie. Arms crossed. He too watches the screen.

JOHN (CONT'D)
Flown by ex-astronaut Martin
Carter, who, under the most
stressful conditions, piloted the
Phoenix back to Earth.

John, now in his late 50s, graying hair, glasses, sits in a
plush chair in the middle of the room, staring at the TV.
Casual clothes. APPLAUSE from TV.

LUKAS (O.S.)
And never once you thanked
yourself.

John remains fixed on the screen.

JOHN
(cocks a smile)

Considering what I said next, it
would a lowered even more the
opinion some had of me. Before and
after.

As they speak, on the TV, the United Nations General
Assembly gives a standing ovation as the scene morphs into a
rotating view of the Earth.

The caption "CosmosNow. Serving humanity for the past 30
years. And beyond..." comes up on the side of the screen as
a montage of rocket assembly plants, lift offs, construction
of lunar habitats and Mars outpost roll by.

JOHN (O.S.)
And of course you cut all that out.

LUKAS (O.S.)
We only have 90 seconds for the
promo.

JOHN
For the best. Don't want to open
old wounds.

(points at screen)
Some of those bastards are still
coming after me.

Lukas smiles.

The young man and woman exchange glances, looks of mild
shock.
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Kanda doesn't react at all.

John stands, turns to the young man and woman.

JOHN (CONT'D)
Your production company's done a
fine job putting this together.

The two stand. Gather up their computer tablets.

JOHN (CONT'D)
Mr. Bullock here will get with you
with all the... the airing details,
markets, etcetera, etcetera.

YOUNG WOMAN
It's been a pleasure and honor Mr.
Blaise.

YOUNG MAN
And we thank you for the
opportunity.

Kandra passes by.

KANDRA
If you'll follow me please.

The trio file out. John moves to the sink. DOOR CLOSING.

JOHN
The Tereshkova arriving back on
schedule?

As Lukas speaks in the background, John gets a glass of
water, then drinks some.

LUKAS
Yes. Will arrive Luna One at 13:50
next Tuesday. Commander Sakuri's
reported issues with some of the
water production, waste and rocket
control systems but nothing major.
Non critical glitches mostly. And
some minor structural issues,
but...

JOHN
(nodding)

Expected. We learned a lot from the
Sagan.

(MORE)
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JOHN (CONT'D)
(turns and walks back
towards chair)

Fourteen months in space. Mars.
Then to Ceres and launching our
Titan drone explorer. Back to Mars.
Gone farther than any human beings
ever have. An historic first!

LUKAS
Should dovetail nicely with the
thirtieth anniversary honors.

John stops. Points at the now blank TV screen.

JOHN
Bet no more than ten people in that
au-gust chamber that day would have
thought we'd get half this far.

LUKAS
Might a been less.

JOHN
You might be right.

LUKAS
Still remember Martin telling me of
all the looks of annoyance on
people's faces when you went on.

JOHN
Pfft! Like they had any plans to
colonize space!

The two chuckle. John finishes the water.

JOHN (CONT'D)
How's the special project going?

LUKAS
(tries not looking at
him)

Good. Good.

JOHN
And the rest of the crew?

LUKAS
(reluctant nodding)

They... they understand.
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JOHN
See. I told you. Trust our people.
They'll make sure this project will
carry on what we've done for the
past 30 years.

LUKAS
So... you still want me to go ahead
with it?

JOHN
(staring into empty
glass)

Should dovetail nicely with the
thirtieth anniversary honors.

(looks at Lukas)
Thank you for putting all that
together. And... understanding.

LUKAS
You're welcome, but a... Still have
long way to go. Paperwork you're
going to have to go over and
approve. Hard part's still ahead.

JOHN
Figures. Always is. But we're use
to that. Geez. How many things did
we not anticipate... think about
till it happened.

LUKAS
The moon did throw us a lot a
curveballs.

JOHN
Yeah. But the moon was easy.
Dealing with people...that's the
tough part. When we started, did
you think we'd have to spend
what... ten... twenty million a
year on security. Armed security.

LUKAS
A sad sign of the times.

JOHN
Wonder who's worse, my fellow
intellectuals constantly lambasting
me for not doing enough for the
Earth or humanity or those whack
jobs wanting to storm us thinking
we got aliens hold up here.
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Lukas cocks a smile.

LUKAS
We plan emphasizing what you and
CoNo have done for this planet. The
human race.

JOHN
Damn right! Not gonna get old
thinking I wasted the last thirty
years of my life. Regardless of
what those self-proclaimed Earth
huggers say about me.

LUKAS
All that said... you not being
there when the Tereshkova gets back
will raise eyebrows. Perhaps--

JOHN
Lukas. We've been through this.
Please don't try talking me out of
it again.

Awkward silence. Lukas is almost shamefaced. He relents.

LUKAS
(thin smile)

Would it work?

JOHN
(smiling)

No but... part of me does
appreciates you trying.

Lukas nods then leaves.

John sits back in the chair, leans back, sighs as if
exhausted.

INT. HALLWAY OUTSIDE LOUNGE - CONTINUOUS

Lukas strides down a hallway away from the lounge. Emerges
into another room.

Kendra sits behind a desk facing a computer. Bluetooth phone
piece in one ear. She's talking and typing.

Lukas waves at her as the strides by. She waves back.

Enters a modest sized and furnished waiting area.

A man (dressed in a polo and slacks) and a woman (in a blue
jumpsuit) stand as he walks up.
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WOMAN
Well?

Lukas stops looks around. Man and woman step up to him.

Lukas draws a breath. Speaks in a low voice.

LUKAS
We're still a go for launch.

MAN
Is he's meeting the Tereshkova?

LUKAS
No. I'll be going in his stead with
the rest of the press junket.

Disappointment on faces of man and woman.

LUKAS (CONT'D)
There's no other way he can get
this project off the ground by the
anniversary date.

WOMAN
Maybe we can talk to him again.

LUKAS
He's made up his mind. And he's
earned it.

MAN
But does he know what he's gonna
earn by throwing it away?

LUKAS
(mild annoyance)

Nobody said that's going to happen!
(relents)

Now, if you get any media inquiries
'bout him not being at Luna 1 stick
to the story.

(head motions to door)
Let's get to work.
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ACT 2

EXT. ENTRANCE TO STEEMS ACADEMY - DAY

A large well kept SIGN:

STEEMS

Space Technology, Engineering, Exploration, Mathematics &
Science Academy

Behind this an arched entrance stands over a road. Brick
pillar on each side. Behind this a myriad of buildings.
Some older. Some modern. An old air force base shut down
after the Cold War John bought at a bargain price.

People walk in and out. Some walking in carry bags or
suitcases.

On one pillar a PLAUQE:

Leave you prejudice and any other preconceived notions here.
We don’t have room for them. Nor does space.

MACKENZIE (MACKI) WILLARD (19) shy, intelligent, eyes full
of wonder and life, walks along the sidewalk. Drags a worn,
wheeled suitcase behind her. Holds a computer tablet under
the other arm. Others with more luggage walk nearby in
various directions.

As she walks, she takes in the other buildings and
memorials...

JOHN (V.O.)
You're beginning the greatest
adventure of your life. From
thousands who sought a spot here at
STEEMS, from all over the world,
you've made it this far. And the
challenges are only beginning. The
classes are not meant to be easy.
Nor some of the rigors of residence
life. Everything here has a
purpose, designed to prepare you
for what's out there. Space is an
unforgiving place. It's exploration
and colonization are not for the
weak of heart. Or of mind.

She turns and walks towards one of the buildings.
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EXT. DOORWAY TO RESIDENCE HALL - CONTINUOUS

Macki stops. Looks at her tablet then the plaque next to the
doorway.

PLAUQE: Rear Admiral Alan B. Shepard Hall

She smiles, then turns serious. Takes a deep breath and
enters.

INT. SHEPARD HALL - CONTINUOUS

Through a doorway, people pass by. Some with bags in
civilian clothes, other in light blue or red coveralls with
various patches. CONVERSATIONS and FOOTSTEPS.

Macki appears in the doorway. Stands for a moment looking
around inside.

MACKI
Ah. Hi.

INSIDE THE ROOM: Three young ladies turn and look at her. A
set of bunkbeds line opposite walls, large window in
between.

MACKI (CONT'D)
Guess this is where I'm suppose to
be. Room 212.

ADAYA SINGH (19) stops unpacking and walks up. Speaks with
an Indian accent.

ADAYA
Yes. The 212. I'm Adaya.

Macki tucks the tablet under the other arm. They shake
hands.

MACKI
Makenzie. Macki for short.

The two other ladies step up. MELLYSSA ROBERTSON and YOLANDA
WORMALD (both 18). They shake hands and introduce.

YOLANDA
Might as well get comfy.

She gestures towards a set of bunkbeds. The bottom one's
empty. Macki moves towards it.

YOLANDA (O.S.)
Gonna be our home for the next year
or so.
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Mellyssa walks up to her. She speaks with a slight southern
accent.

MELLYSSA
Hope you don't mind me callin top
bunk.

MACKI
No. No. Not at all.

She eyes the bed. They're narrow. Hardly room for one. Adaya
steps next to her.

ADAYA
Suppose to simulate what you get
once you get spaceside. Same with
stowage.

Macki turns to one of the two cabinets at the foot of the
bunk beds. The open door reveal three small drawers, two
cubby holes and space to hang a few garments. Mellyssa steps
up to the one adjacent already full.

MELLYSSA
Reckon they wanna get us use ta
living on the moon or Mars from the
get go. Even for those who won't be
going there.

Macki moves to the empty cabinet. Props her suitcase next to
it.

MACKI
You... don't want to go extraearth?

MELLYSSA
Well... right now, got my eyes set
on nana-bot research. STEEMS' gotta
kick butt facility I'd love to get
my hands on--

FEMALE VOICE (O.S.)
In a couple of years you might
change your mind.

All four turn to the door.

There stands BRIELLE ROCHE (early 20s) standing with hands
on her hip in a pose of authority. She has the mentality of
a head cheerleader and brains of a card carrying member of
MENSA.

Behind her IOSIF (JOSEPH) KOZLOV (early 20s). Handsome,
genial, standing a head taller. A best friend type of guy.
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Both wear light blue coveralls. Their last names above the
left breast, various patches here and there. Brielle has a
noticeable one on her right chest: Sheppard Hall's emblem
and words Resident Hall Coordinator emboldened around it.

BRIELLE
On behalf of the crew of Shepard
Hall, let me welcome you to the
greatest journey of your life.

Relaxing her stance, she walks in.

BRIELLE (CONT'D)
I'm Brielle Roche, your Res Hall
Coordinator. My crew and I are here
to get you situated. So if you have
any questions, let us know. And
this is...

Joseph steps up.

Adaya and Mellyssa exchange looks and raises eyebrows, then
back to him.

He speaks with a noticeable Slavic accent.

JOSEPH
Joseph Kozlov.

MACKI
Relative of Cosmonaut Fyodor
Kozlov?

JOSEPH
Why yes. My great grandfather. My
compliments. You know your history.

Macki smiles, hides her embarrassment. The other ladies hang
on his every word.

JOSEPH (CONT'D)
And I'm here to act as a... a guide
for your first weeks at STEEMS.
Although I don't know the answers
to every exam --nor how to get
them-- I'll do my best to help you!

All chuckle.

BRIELLE
Okay. We got your first indoc
meeting at sixteen hundred hours.
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JOSEPH
That's 4 o'clock for those unuse to
the 24 hour thing.

BRIELLE
Right. So you better learn it.
Meetings in Yager Hall. Got lots to
go over. From there well go to the
Ride Center get you issued your
mandatory coveralls. Change, then
dinner. After that, a general
meeting.

MACKI
Wow. Cramming in a lot.

BRIELLE
Got to. We're not saving any of you
for the prom.

Macki and Yolonda exchange looks, as if overwhelmed.

BRIELLE (CONT'D)
Then we break down into smaller
groups back here for more indoc by
my crew, me and a few of your
future instructors. Everyone get
sent their class schedule?

The four ladies nod, say yes in one way or another.

BRIELLE (CONT'D)
Great! First starts at o-seven
hundred tomorrow. So with that...

She points at each lady in turn.

BRIELLE (CONT'D)
Adaya Singh... Mackenzie
Willard...Yolanda Wormald and
Mellyssa Roberston... I've got
others to welcome, so see you again
at sixteen hundred.

The ladies are stunned she knew each of their names.

YOLANDA
How did you...

BRIELLE
An exercise designed to increase
memorization. Mandatory by the way.

Stunted looks form the ladies.
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BRIELLE (CONT'D)
You'll be required to know the
names of every person in your
class. Whether you ever meet them
or not. And by the end of week one.

MELLYSSA
All one hundred and...

MACKI
Seven.

Brielle turns and leaves.

The ladies look stressed already.

JOSEPH
Don't worry. You'll get it. Trust
me. One reason you were sent a
class roster, with pictures. If,
you'll excuse me, need to catch up
with Brielle. See you all later.

He turns and leaves.

MELLYSSA
See ya too!

She watches him, all but following a step behind him. Once
gone, she turns.

MELLYSSA (CONT'D)
Wow!

ADAYA
Tell me about it!

Yolanda nods in agreement.

MACKI
Having to learn everybody's name by
Friday!

YOLANDA
Ah... that too.

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Brielle strides along. Joseph catches up.

JOSEPH
So far... good group of plebs.
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BRIELLE
Well see. Got Best Res Hall Crew
last semester and wanna keep it
that way. Got a feeling those girls
in the 212 are gonna be a handful.

JOSEPH
Oh?

BRIELLE
See the way they drooled over you.

JOSEPH
What can I say.

BRIELLE
Need them thinking with their heads
not their crotch.

JOSEPH
Jealous?

She stops and turns.

Looks up at him. Stern face.

BRIELLE
No.

Turns and keeps walking.

Joseph snaps his fingers.

JOSEPH
Oh! Forgot one thing. I'll catch
up.

Joseph steps back into the doorway of 212.

JOSEPH (CONT'D)
Oh. Almost forgot.

All four ladies stop unpacking. Turn.

JOSEPH (CONT'D)
Got a mixer at Cooper Hall next
door I host. Starts in about 20
minutes. Help everyone relax before
you begin that great journey.

MELLYSSA
Count us there!

Joseph smiles then leaves.
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The ladies finish unpacking and stowing.

Mackie moves slowly. Doesn't have much to unpack.

YOLANDA
If I knew where were gonna his the
ground running this fast, woulda
drank a lot more at my prom.

MELLYSSA
(chuckling)

Tell me 'bout it.
(to Macki)

Wouldn't you?

Macki's hesitant, almost like she doesn't want to answer.

MACKI
A... yeah.

She goes back to unpacking.

Mellyssa stands for a moment expecting more conversation.
When it doesn't come, turns back to her cabinet and shuts an
overstuffed drawer closed.

MELLYSSA
Hey. Why don't we get a lay of the
land round here before we hit the
mixer.

ADAYA
Great idea!

YOLANDA
I'm game!

MELLYSSA (CONT'D)
(to Macki)

You comin?

MACKI
Ah... no. Wanna... shot a few
messages off. Let the folks know
how I'd doing.

MELLYSSA
Okay. We'll catch up at the mixer!

The three file out. Macki goes back to unpacking her merger
belongings. LAUGHTER. She looks into the hallway.

A group of people walk by.

She picks up her tablet. Brings message app to life. Moves
to her bunk and sits.
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TABLET: Scrolls through messages. Stops on one from Mom.

MOM (MESSAGE)
Hey sweetie. Hows it going. Made
any new friends?

Macki looks up. Deep breath. Looks back down.

MACKI (MESSAGE)
Yes mom. Lots. Smiley face. Cant
wait to get started. Doing ok.

Sends message. Goes to the window. Looks out.

People walk around. Most in groups led by a person in
coveralls. Some just by twos or threes.

Her longing eyes peer through the window.
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ACT 3

EXT. MOON BASE LUNA 1 - DAY

Establishing.

Several small habitats connected to a larger one.

What looks like a runway. Adjacent two single-stage-to-orbit
rockets.

Large array of solar panels.

Moon buggy with two passengers in pressure suits rolls by
them.

INT. MOON BASE LUNA 1 - DAY

A figure walks through the hall. Dark blue coveralls. Woven
nametag below the left shoulder reads KOENIG. View stretches
out, revealing YEVETTE KOENIG (early 40s) striding along.
Smart. Competent. Experienced. Gives off an air of a person
in control.

Around her others come and go. Some in overalls, others in
civilian clothes.

The hall doesn't look 'futuristic' but practical. Various
pipes and conduits run along the celling. What appear to be
small shops line each side.

She turns and heads down another, narrow hall.

A door sized hatch. Round wheel in the center. The words
AUTHORISED PERSONNEL ONLY. Yevette steps up. Reaches over
and places the back of her hand against a pad on the wall.

CLICKING. She spins the wheel, opening the hatch.

INT. SERVICE CORRIDOR - CONTINUOUS

Yevette strides down a narrow corridor. Both walls covered
with pipes and conduits of various size.

She stops. Listens for a moment. Turns.

Small drops of water drip from the joint of a 1 inch PVC
pipe.

She steps over. Reaches for it.

Her hand catches a drop.
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She reaches behind and produces a smartphone. Wipes her hand
on her leg. Taps the screen a few times. Brings it to her
ear.

YEVETTE
Koenig here. Got a water leak.
Alpha 3 service tunnel. Bout ten
meters from the L2 entrance off the
promenade. I'll shoot you a pic.
I'll be back this way in 20
minutes.

INT. DOCKING AREA CONTROL ROOM- CONTINUOUS

The control room resembles an air traffic control station
minus the radar screens. Large windows look outward onto a
large, lit area.

LEONARD (OZ) OZMANZKY (late 30s), stands over a console
pointing at large computer tablet siting thereon. A younger
man's seated next to him nodding. Oz goes on about liquid
oxygen defueling.

HISSING. Both turn.

Yevette steps in through the pressurized door. Closes it
behind her.

The young man stands.

OZ
Commander.

She strides towards them.

YEVETTE
What's our status, Oz?

She walks right up to the console, staring out the large
windows. As Oz speaks, view pans the area outside.

It's cavernous. Looks big enough to hold a 747. Natural
regolith cover the walls. The overhead held up by girders
which hold up large LED lights. Pipes and cables of various
size come out of service tunnels on the ground level. A
large tracker looking vehicle sits at one end. The other
end- large doors.

OZ (O.S.)
We're on track to receive the
Tereshkova next week. Getting the
lines tested for when we suck out
what LOX and methane she has left.

(MORE)
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OZ (CONT'D)
From the ESRs, they couldn't
recycle waste from the starboard,
aft retention tank. So we gotta get
that out too.

Yevette turns to the young man standing mute.

YEVETTE
Didn't think you'd be pumping shit
up here on the moon, did ya?

YOUNG MAN
(alternating glace
between her and Oz)

Ah... no. Not... not really.

Oz smiles, lowers and shakes his head. She turns back to the
window. Smirk on her face.

INT. DOCKING AREA - CONTINUOUS

On the floor of the large docking area, two techs work in
pressure suits stand near a 4 wheeled cart with two large, 8
in diameter hoses stretched over the bed. At the front end
of each a large coupling. The hoses stretch back towards a
service tunnel.

Tech 1 moves along the one of the hoses.

Tech 2 stands looking over a flat screen monitor on the back
of the cart.

Tech 1 passes by a joint in one of the hoses.

SMALL BUBBLES seep from the back of the joint.

Tech 2 narrows their eyes on the monitor.

As Tech 1 passes by the joint, it ruptures.

I/E. INTERCUT CONTROL ROOM/DOCKING AREA - CONTINUOUS

CONTROL ROOM: Yevette looks over the bay. PULSING ALARM. Red
light shines up onto her. She glances down.

CONSOLE SCREEN: ALERT-LOW PRESSURE LOX LINE 3.

Her eyes shoot wide.

DOCKING AREA: The worker adjacent the breach gets hit by the
debit and vapor now spewing from the joint. (Note: at .25
hPa no sound is heard).
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YEVETTE
Got a LOX breach!

She watches the worker fall over. Vapor filling the air.

She bolts to the door.

Oz steps up to the console. The young man turns back to it.
Both work the touch screen monitors.

OZ
Cut the flow! Start raising bay
pressure.

He reaches for a comm panel.

OZ (CONT'D)
Medical. Got a LOX breach and man
down in the bay. Get medics to the
entry room.

He then heads to the door.

INT. CORRIDOR/STAIRS/BAY ENTRY - CONTINUOUS

Yevette runs down the hallway. A red light over the
stairwell door flashes red.

She bolts in then down several flights of stairs. At 1/3
Earth's gravity she appears to fly at times.

Emerges into another hallway. Races to a room at the end.
It's the bay entry/exit room.

Spaces for pressure suits sit empty save one. It's a single
piece suit with backpack. A large yellow tag hangs from the
left arm.

She turns it around. Quickly scans the computer tablet like
status screen. Releases two latches on the left side.

Swings open the backpack. Grasps two handles on the overhead
above the suit and hoists herself in.

Oz springs into the room. Runs to Yevette

She pushes her hands into the suit arms then head into the
helmet. Oz shuts the backpack closed.

She reaches up to another set of handles and hoists herself
off the rack holding up the suit.
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Striding towards the airlock, she brings up her left arm. On
the forearm is the suit control screen. Operates like a
touch phone. She brings it to life.

Oz goes to the airlock controls. The door opens. She rushes
in. Oz closes it behind her.

Looking through the glass portal, he sees Yevette standing
next to the outer door. A yellow light blinks overhead. His
eyes zoom in on the hanging yellow tag.

His eyes grow wide.

The yellow light goes green. She opens the outer door.

INT. DOCKING AREA - CONTINUOUS

Yevette begins leaping towards the accident area. Moon
gravity being 1/3 of Earth's she goes 10-15 feet with each
bound.

Her left arm: on the suit control screen, brings up Comms.
Instantly:

TECH 1 (V.O.)
(shouting)

--it's through the suit!

TECH 2 (V.O.)
(heavy breathing)

Hold still! Hold Still!

Inside Yevette's helmet- her controlled breathing as she
leaps towards the two. The tech's shouting. The vapor front
he ruptured hose abates.

Tech 2 drags the injured man (Tech 1) a few feet away from
the dying vapors. Releases his arms.

Teck 1 squirms. Parts of the suit on the back of their right
leg and hip look melted, frost covered, vapor rising from
it.

TECH 1
(panic filled)

Holly shit I can feel it!

Yevette's almost there.

Tech 2 leans down. Pulls a small canister from the side of
his back back near his hip. Tries holding down Tech 1's leg
as it gyrates.
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Yevette slides in. She holds down Tech 1 as Tech 2 begins
spraying a gray foam from the canister onto the burning
areas.

YEVETTE
(calm)

Hold still. You're gonna be fine.

TECH 1
(excited)

Hurry goddam--

YEVETTE
(calm)

If you don't hold still it won't
set right.

Tech 2 continues spraying. As the foam settles, it expands
and hardens. Tech 1's squirming abates but still moves.

As everything goes on, we hear Tech 1's heavy breathing,
Tech 2's grunts and winces.

A small cart rolls up and stops. The driver leaps off.
Rushes to the group.

The vapor once rising from the rupture has ceased.

The driver helps Yevette hold Tech 1 still.

Tech 2's nearing the bottom of Tech 1's leg and damaged
area.

TECH 1
Got it!

YEVETTE
(to driver)

Get ready to roll.

They leave.

YEVETTE (CONT'D)
(to Tech 1)

On three!

They get ready to lift Tech 1.

YEVETTE (CONT'D)
One. Two. Three.

The two lift Tech 1 who still squirms, just not as much.
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They take Tech 1 to the flatbed of the cart. The driver's
ready to go.

Yevette scans Tech 1's back pack status screen. Warnings on
the display shows a lot of red and low suit warning.

YEVETTE (CONT'D)
Roll! The suits' already at half
pressure.

The cart jerks forward. Heads toward the entry point Yevette
came in from. There, another suited person holds open the
hatch.

She turns to Tech 2.

YEVETTE (CONT'D)
They're gonna be okay. Let's get
this cleaned up.

INT. COMMANDER'S OFFICE/QUARTERS - LATER

Yevette enters. A view of the lunar surface through three
moderate sized windows. All furniture is simple: Sofa.
Table. Chairs. Desk with chair.

She goes to the desk. Sits. Brings to life the imbedded
computer. Large flat screen a atop comes on.

Start typing. CHIME springs from monitor.

MONITOR- Call from Rivalen. Accept YES/NO

Cursor hits YES.

The image of a middle aged man appears. Behind him a small
window showing the lunar landscape. He speaks with an
English accent.

RIVALEN
Greetings, Commander. Got a sec?

YEVETTE
Make it quick. Accident report to
start.

RIVALEN
Oh? Hope everyone's okay.

YEVETTE
They'll live. Whatta you have?
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RIVALEN
Got a big list from CoNo Finance
and Facilities back on Earth.
Something going down?

YEVETTE
Whatta you mean?

RIVALEN
Looks like they want oodles of
things.

YEVETTE
Such as?

RIVALEN
A complete inventory of damn near
everything on the moon.

YEVETTE
They get that.

RIVALEN
Including lunar food production
from our hydroponic farms estimated
for the next five year, including
estimated labor to produce same.

Yevette stops typing.

YEVETTE
Go on.

RIVALEN
Same with our nuke waste stowage.
LOX and methane production,
handling. Pretty long list.

Yevette stares off into the distance for a moment. Back to
the screen.

YEVETTE
All new to me. Giv'em what they
want and take your best guess. I'll
let the station heads know you'll
be asking and they'll give you
their best guess.

RIVALEN
Gonna take a lot of my time. We got
a start clearing off guest next
week and all that paperwork--
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YEVETTE
Let me worry about that. Blaisé
wouldn't want all that if it
weren't important.

RIVALEN
Roger that.

She ends the call. Muses a moment. Goes back to typing.

KNOCKING.

She glances down. A small screen imbedded in the desk show
the hallway and her front door. It's Oz.

YEVETTE
(raised voice)

Come in Oz.

He comes in. She taps away on her keyboard.

YEVETTE (CONT'D)
What we got?

OZ
Gonna have the coupling looked at
by Services department. But from a
cursory glance, have ta say an o-
ring or some regolith got in there
and grinded away the seal.

YEVETTE
Per QA here that coupling was
certified just last month.

OZ
No doubt. But until we know more
that's my story.

Silence. He watches her type away.

OZ (CONT'D)
The a... suit you jumped into was
tagged for repairs.

YEVETTE
(not looking at him)

Oh.

OZ
Was yella tagged. Nothing major.
Just the battery wasn't holding a
proper charge. Goofing up some of
the enviro controls.
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YEVETTE
(not looking at him)

Um-hum.

Waits for more. Nothing comes.

OZ
The two techs found it when they
came on and tagged it. Services was
gonna stop by and pic it up.

She keeps typing.

OZ (CONT'D)
Luckily there was enough juice left
in it.

YEVETTE
Yep.

He watches her for a moment.

OZ
You gonna take risks like that you
aughtta--

YEVETTE
(looking up)

Got anything else there Oz? About
the incident and not veiled
comments about my private life--

OZ
So what do I put in my report this
time, Commander? She jumped into a
bad suit and rushed into the bay
because she doesn't feel like
living anymore?

Silent staring with angry eyes.

YEVETTE
Thank you for your concern. Again,
anything else about the LOX breach?

More silent staring eyes not so angry anymore.

OZ
No. I'll keep you posted.

He turns and leaves.

She goes back to work. Stops. Buries her head into a hand.
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YEVETTE
(to herself)

Goddamn you Oz.
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ACT 4

EXT. UPSCALE BEACHSIDE RESORT - DAY

ETHAN PAULSON (mid 30s) lays on a cushioned beach chair
under an open air cabana. Sunglasses and board shorts.

Atop a small table adjacent sits a half eaten plater of
cheese, meat, fruit. Next to this a bottle of beer, cell
phone. WAVES SPLASHING. SEAGULLS MEW AND KEOW.

He reaches for the beer. Brings it to lips and tips up.
Realizes it's empty.

Lifts up sunglasses onto his hair and looks around. Sits up
and stands. Pockets cell phone.

Meanders towards the bar.

At one corner: an older man and woman, an attractive young
lady.

Ethan steps up next to the young lady, set bottle on bar.
Motions for a refill.

She casts him a glance.

He gives her a charming smile.

ETHAN
Hello. Enjoying yourself?

She smiles politely back, then back to her drink complete
with a little umbrella and various fruit.

DANIEL KELLY (60), the older man, notices Ethan.

DANIEL
Well hell! Hey there Ethan! Didn't
know you were here too! Enjoying
your vacation?

ETHAN
(mild suprise)

Dido, Mr. Kelly. And trying to. All
work and no play.

(back to the young lady)
You know how it goes.

She feels uncomfortable.

DANIEL
Know the feeling.

(MORE)
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DANIEL (CONT'D)
(crusty laugh)

As long as you keep digging up that
moon dirt, you take all the
vacation you want.

(turns to the older woman
on his right)

Told him bout this place a few
years back and now he can't stay
away! Oh--

(back to Ethan)
Forgive me. This is my wife Muriel.

ETHAN
Ma'am. A pleasure.

Muriel nods and smiles.

DANIEL
And this young lady is our
granddaughter, Lily. Giving here a
little vaykay before she starts
graduate school.

Ethan smiles, extends his hand to her. She politely, if not
reluctantly, shakes it with as few fingers as possible
touching his hand. Like he's got creep cooties.

DANIEL (O.S.)
This here's Ethan Paulson, John
Blaise's nephew.

Ethan gives him a subtle, cold stare.

ETHAN
Right.

Lily looks up at him now with interested eyes.

Ethan turns back to the bar as the bartender set a new
bottle down. Takes a pull as Daniel goes on.

DANIEL (O.S.)
Runs the lunar mineral division.
Helps me make money with all extra
silicon and germanium they gather
up on the moon.

LILY
Really. John's nephew?

Ethan turns to her. Give her a blank stare.
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DANIEL
Hey. Why don't you belly up with us
for a spell. You can tell us about
your exciting life!

LILY
Yeah. Love to hear what it's like
on the moon.

Ethan says nothing as Lily beams a smile up at him. Turns to
Daniel.

ETHAN
Thanks but... need to check some
emails. Messages.

DANIEL
Ha ha. That's the spirit! Keep it
up and you'll be running CoNo some
day!

ETHAN
We'll see.

(to Muriel)
Ma'am.

He picks up his beer, turns and leaves.

DANIEL
Hey! We'll get together later. Talk
some business.

Lily watches him stride away. Without turning, gives Daniel
a thumbs up.

Back at the cabana, he's taking a drink when he comes to a
dead stop. Lowers the bottle.

A cat's sitting on the small table eating the meat thereon.

He watches it without a word. Hint of sadness on his face.

MALE EMPLOYEE (O.S.)
Shoo!

The cat bolts as a male employee steps into the cabana.

Ethan snaps out of his staring. The employee steps over to
him.

MALE EMPLOYEE  (CONT'D)
Our apologies, sir. There are stray
cats all over the island.

(MORE)
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MALE EMPLOYEE (CONT'D)
A nuisance, yes. We do our best to
keep them out...

(moves towards small
table)

I'll get you a fresh plate--

ETHAN
Leave it.

MALE EMPLOYEE
It won't take but a--

ETHAN
I said leave it. I'll take care of
it thank you.

Confused, the employee nods and leaves.

Ethan sits back down. Takes a pull. VIBRATING.

Ethan jerks the bottle away. Retrieves his cell.

CELL PHONE: Lukas B.

Ethan puts on a scowl. Looks off towards the ocean.

Taps the phone on his leg a few times as it continues
vibrating.

Draws a breath then answers the call.

ETHAN (CONT'D)
Hey there Lukas. The moon falling
to the Earth?

LUKAS (V.O.)
Funny. Listen, I know you're not
due back to the states till next
Monday. But need you to start
thinking about a few things.

ETHAN
What few things?

LUKAS (V.O.)
Yes. Need to get a detailed list of
all equipment in the Minerals
Department. Their current value and
depreciation.

ETHAN
We got that already.
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LUKAS (V.O.)
Estimated for the next 10 years as
a depreciable asset.

ETHAN
10 years?

LUKAS (V.O.)
Yes. And separated by US and
Foreign owned or place of origin.

Silence as Ethan stares blankly into the distance.

LUKAS (V.O.) (CONT'D)
You got all that?

ETHAN
Ah... yeah.

He takes a drink.

LUKAS (V.O.)
I'm putting together a department
head meeting next week. So be ready
for that. I'll shoot you an email
with some more detail.

ETHAN
Yeah. That'll help.

LUKAS (V.O.)
Enjoy the rest of your time.

ETHAN
Thanks--

LUKAS (V.O.)
Oh. One more thing. Keep this on
the low down. Anyone asks you make
up some story about how you want
the info.

ETHAN
(confused)

Will... do.

He ends the call. Takes a long pull of beer. Turns to put it
on the table.

Stares at the plate.

EXT. SIDEWALK IN RESORT - LATER

The stray cat sits hunched under some shrubs. A shadow.
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A hand holding a half full plate of meat, cheese and fruit
sets it under the shrub near the cat. A sandal clad foot
scoots it over.

The cat stares at the plate. The shadow disappears.

After a few moments the cat approaches the plate. Begins
eating.

INT. UPSCALE OCEAN VIEW SUITE - LATER

Ethan enters, now wearing an open, collared shirt. Cast a
beach towel and sunglasses onto the couch.

Walks to the mini bar. Makes himself and ice filled drink.

Takes a sip as he goes to the desk. Once seated opens up the
laptop there. Begins typing away.

Leans back, sipping, free hand on mouse pad.

COMPUTER SCREEN:  Scrolls down the page.

Stops at IRS Requirements for Incorporation. Opens up the
page.

ETHAN
Humph. Thought that sounded
familiar.

Brings up and scans some forms.

Confusion on his face.

ETHAN (CONT'D)
What the hell are you up to?

Takes a drink. Musses.

ETHAN (CONT'D)
Edna?

Three quick chimes.

EDNA (V.O.)
(female computerized
voice)

Yes, Mr. Paulson.

ETHAN
Cancel my 5 pm massage. I'll be
having drinks with a client
instead.
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EDNA (V.O.)
Done.

ETHAN
Also...

Gets up, glass in hand, moves towards balcony window.

ETHAN (CONT'D)
See if there are any flights
leaving tomorrow back to the
states. First class.

EDNA (V.O.)
Searching. There's a 11:15 am local
time flight to San Francisco with
two seats left. One's a window
seat.

ETHAN
Book the window seat.

EDNA (V.O.)
There are additional fees for
rescheduling your flight.

ETHAN
Book it anyway.

EDNA (V.O.)
Will do.

ETHAN
One more thing.

EDNA (V.O.)
Yes.

ETHAN
I'd like some company later
tonight. The usual service
provider.

EDNA (V.O.)
Any particular model? Hair color?

ETHAN
Surprise me.
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ACT 5

I/E. MONTAGE OF VARIOUS PLACES

United Nations 30 years ago. John stands on the stage.

APPLAUSE die down.

JOHN
But what happened after the
stricken Constellation needed help
exposed a great weakness...

John's voice goes on over each scene.

CoNo Mission Control-Now

Today's John stands, arms crossed, wireless earbud/mic in
one ear, amid the room full of workstations, each occupied.

A large window face outside.

JOHN (V.O.)
Current, government funded space
programs suffer from technological
inertia. Inhabited by people who
think if it's not done a certain
way, their way, it's done wrong.

On a launch pad sits a rocket with a common booster core on
each side. A large CoNo emblem adorns the side of the
rocket.

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Fresh ideas are shot down because
of the group think mentality. We at
CosmosNow can, and will, achieve
things in months that take
governments years.

The rockets engines roar to life then lifts off.

Moon-Outside Luna 1

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Colonizing the moon, then Mars,
will not happen within an
organization where every plan and
piece of technology is considered
mission critical...

A group of workers in spacesuits work on digging a large
pit. Above sits a module on a crane as if waiting to be
lowered into it.
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Another module sits in the pit as if waiting for attachment
to the awaiting one.

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
...whether it is or not. And where
politicians lack the vision to see
beyond the next election cycle.
Their primary concern being the
control of our bedrooms or bank
accounts.

Moon-Inside Luna 1

Sign reads Satellite Repair and Reclamation. Yevette and
another person talk as they stand by a large window
overlooking the repair area.

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
This has left our space programs in
a pathetic state. Our goals at
CoNo: an inexpensive satellite
launch and repair program, space
tourism, a lunar base where we will
build the ships that will take
humans to Mars, and beyond, and
back again.

Within, various workers in form fitting anti-contamination
suits sit at or walk by satellites of varying size.

Plane in flight. Now.

Ethan sits in the first class cabin window seat. Laptop open
in front of him. The middle aged, overweight man sitting
adjacent has one of those inflatable, u shaped pillows
around their neck. Head tilted back. Eyes closed. Mouth half
open. Asleep.

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
We will not have a business model
in the modern sense. We will not
sit in stuffy meetings where
decisions are made by people too
scared to speak up.

Ethan gives him an annoyed glance.

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
CoNo will use a humanity oriented
model, asking not what is best for
me, for a chosen few, but what is
best for the human race. Even if
people disagree with us.
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STEEMS. Now.

Large auditorium.

On stage: three instructors, two in blue coveralls one in
polo and slacks, stand in front of a large screen showing a
PowerPoint presentation.

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
With some exceptions, our
educational system does not prepare
our youth for today's workforce,
let alone the colonization of
space. Universities have become
factories.

Brielle and other RHCs sit in the front row.

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Even those who pride themselves as
technological leaders produce
engineers with great minds but a
heard mentality.

All other freshmen, including Macki's roommates, fill the
other seats. All don red coveralls.

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
We at CosmosNow are not looking for
handouts. Any meaningful
contribution is welcomed in our
quest to explore our solar system.
Discover the life forms I am
certain inhabit therein.

Macki sits in the front row also at the end near the
walkway, away from others.

JOHN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I ask one thing: You don’t have to
help, just don’t stand in my way.

EXT. IN ORBIT AROUND SATURN'S MOON TITAN

A satellite orbits the orange colored moon of Titan. A large
antenna points off into space. On top and bottom sit what
look like large drones. Smooth bottoms facing outward.

One disengages from the satellite, exposing the rest of the
craft. Two rockets light up and move the drone forward and
down.

The drone enters the orange haze. Friction against the
atmosphere cause a soft glow along the bottom heat shield.
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The drone in flight: Orange clouds of varying thickness pass
by. After a few moments, dark spots appear. They grow more
defined as the drone moves forward and down.

The dark areas eventually become mountains, valleys and
canyons. The drone keeps descending until it comes near the
top of ridge.

It no longer descends but moves forward.

DRONE: It rotates 180 degrees. Two doors open exposing a bay
full of equipment: high res cameras, subsurface radar,
imaging spectrometer, etc.

It moves towards a lake of liquid methane. Moves down closer
along the shore line.

Passes by a large rock coming out of the lake near the
shore. View stops there as the drone moves on.

A dim yellow light appears in the lake near the rock. It
moves off. Three others appear and move off in the same
direction.

FADE OUT.


